First Snow of the Season Likely Sun Night: 1 –
2 in accumulation expected

UPDATE: Winter Weather Advisory posted Sun 12:28pm until Mon 7:00am for portions of northern CT,
central MA and northern RI including the cities of Putnam, Willimantic, Milford, Worcester, Foster,
Smithfield, Providence, Coventry, West Greenwich, East Greenwich, Warwick, and West Warwick where
2 – 4 inches of snow could fall.
At Providence, precipitation is likely through Mon 2am, the first snow of the season with temperatures a
few degrees below freezing before rising above freezing by mid-morning. Colder suburbs outside the
metropolitan area could see slightly higher amounts.
Probability of accumulation at least 0.1in is 98%, 1in is 81%, 2in is 22%, 4in is near 0%. Substantially
higher amounts are expected to the north and west of Providence, as far as Worcester MA, Springfield
MA, and Hartford CT, so travelers should take note.
The next chance of rain will be Thu night.

First Snow of the Season Likely Sun Night:
Little to no accumulation expected

At Providence, precipitation is likely Sun 6pm – Mon 2am, and could include the first snow of the season
although temperatures a few degrees above freezing should prevent any accumulation above a fraction
of an inch. Precipitation could begin as early as Sat 10pm and end as late as Mon 6am, but the
probability is around 15% at each of these extremes and will exceed 50% only for a few hours peaking
at 55% Sun 9pm – 11pm, so the chance of no precipitation at all is around 45%.
Probability of accumulation at least 0.1in is 57%, 1in is 1%, 2in is near 0%. Substantially higher
amounts are expected to the north and west of Providence, as far as Worcester MA, Springfield MA, and
Hartford CT, so travelers should take note.
The next chance of rain will be Thu night.

EcoRI News Roundup: Environmentally
friendly beer top offs and more
R.I. Transportation Committee Hears Pleas to Revamp Transit System
RI’s failure to meet its transportation goals and promises made in recent years will have a deep impact
on public health and whether or not the state meets its climate goals.
That was the message almost two dozen speakers brought to this month’s meeting of the Transportation
Advisory Committee (TAC), the body responsible for forwarding transit recommendations to state
planning officials.
The State Planning Council adopted two significant plans in December 2020, the Transit Master Plan
and Bike Mobility Plan, with each providing a step-by-step outline on how to improve bus and rail
services and bicycle infrastructure.
But in the years since their passage, activists say state officials have left the plans lingering on the
shelf, despite budget officials reporting a $610 million surplus this fiscal year. Transportation officials
have instead favored repairing and widening a number of high-profile bridges and highways, with little
evidence that the plans are being executed through the state’s $9 billion, 10-year transportation
budget.
“We want to see some more will to change direction and have a more balanced, climate-friendly, peoplefriendly, environmentally friendly transportation system,” said Scott Wolf, executive director of Grow
Smart Rhode Island. “We think that if the Transit Master Plan and Bike Mobility Plan are treated like a
chihuahua – as cute things to be petted and not implemented – the results will negatively impact the
economy, climate change, and [equity] for current Rhode Islanders.”

South County Brewer to Can Plastic Beer Toppers for Cardboard
One of the state’s biggest craft beers is getting a packaging makeover as its brewers move toward
eliminating all plastic in its packaging.
Whalers Brewing announced last month it would be the first in the nation to roll out a new six-pack
clip made entirely from recycled cardboard as it seeks to move away from the hard plastic can toppers
(made by PakTech) that have become a common sight to craft beer fans at retail.
The company said it was starting with a trial period, limiting the new clips to a few shipped pallets of its
flagship beer, RISE. If customer feedback on the new packaging is positive regarding its durability, the
new clips will be expanded to the rest of the line.
“With all of the progress that’s being made eliminating single-use plastic, we decided to take a fresh
look at how we can eliminate plastic from our packaging so that we can do our part,” Whalers creative
director Joanne Liu said.

The new packaging – its official name is TopClip – is a collaboration with the Dublin-based paper
packaging giant Smurfit Kappa. TopClip, described on the company’s website as “a sustainable
alternative for shrink wrap commonly used to bundle multipacks of cans,” has a 30% lower carbon
footprint than equivalent plastic packaging, contains no glue (making it truly plastic-free), and the
toppers can be either recycled or even composted after use.
“We hope they’re better than paper straws,” the company quipped on Instagram.

Federal Funds to Boost Heat Pump, Energy-Efficiency Programs in RI
Rhode Island’s energy-efficiency programs will be kicked into high gear next year, thanks to an influx of
federal dollars.
On Wednesday the state’s congressional delegation announced $63.8 million from the Inflation
Reduction Act will be allocated to the state Office of Energy Resources (OER) in 2023 to jump-start a
new pair of energy-efficiency and home heat pump rebate programs.
Under federal guidelines, homeowners will be eligible for rebates of up to $2,000 for any retrofit that
reduces energy use by 20% or more, and up to $4,000 if the retrofits reduce energy use by 35% or more
in the home energy performance-based rebate program. Maximum rebates are doubled for retrofits in
low- and moderate-income homes.
RI families, as part of the programs, will also be eligible for rebates to upgrade from fossil fuel
appliances to electric energy-efficient ones. Households in the program will have rebates capped at
$14,000, including an $8,000 cap for heat pump costs, $1,750 for a heat-pump water heater, and $4,000
for panel or service upgrades.
For more details on these stories, and to get more of the latest environmental news, visit ecoRI.org.
Subscribe to ecoRI News’ free weekly e-newsletter at ecoRI.org/subscribe.

Uprise RI: Community leaders accuse PVD
Public Schools of retaliation and
discrimination

Pilar McCloud, David Morales, and Ty’Relle Stephens
By Steve Ahlquist
Community members gathered in front of the Providence Public School Department (PPSD) offices
on Westminster Street in PVD on Tuesday morning to express their concern regarding issues in the
Providence Public Schools, as well as the state intervention in the district. Pilar McCloud, CEO and
Founder of A Sweet Creation Youth Organization began the press conference by saying that she was
representing families, students, legislators, community organizations, and other community members.
“Due to the poor performance of the state intervention and recent allegations against the
superintendent’s senior advisor,” said McCloud, “we have a few things we would like to ask of PPSD.”
Providence Public Schools Superintendent Dr. Javier Montañez‘s Senior Advisor, Joan Jackson, was
accused of “toxic leadership and abuses of power” in an anonymous letter allegedly written by “eight
district leaders.”
McCloud then read the list of demands:
Immediate resignation of Providence Public Schools Senior Advisor Joan Jackson;
Providence Delegation to bring an end to the Providence Public Schools State Intervention
beginning September of 2023;
Removal of powers for the Rhode Island State Education Commissioner under the Providence
takeover, upon return to legislative session in January of 2023;
A special Senate Oversight Committee hearing to discuss the overall status of the takeover and
recent allegations into the Providence Superintendent’s Senior Advisor;
An independent investigation regarding potential graduation inflation occurring in PPSD; and,

An independent audit of the metrics/outcomes of the takeover.
Joining McCloud at the press conference were Gary Dantzler, Executive Director of Black Lives
Matter Rhode Island; Dwayne Keys, Chair of the Southside Neighborhood Association;
Representative David Morales (Democrat, District 7, PVD); Providence School Board member
Ty’Relle Stephens; and Gerard Catala, President-elect of the Providence branch of the NAACP.
“They are not listening to us,” said Executive Director Dantzler. “It’s really sad that we have to go to
this extreme to get the attention of the media. We need to protect our young Black and brown kids for
the future of Rhode Island, and it’s imperative that we stand behind these schools and understand
what’s going on.”
“Racism is not something you can perform at your job and still be employed,” said Dwayne Keys. “All
those who are protecting the senior advisor, or who are ignoring what is being released are all
contributing to that racism and white supremacy that is showing up in this situation.” While recognizing
the hard work that is being done by teachers and administration every day, Keys stressed the need for
truly independent investigations into these serious allegations.
Noting the need to revise the school funding formula that allocates state aid to municipal school
systems, Representative Morales pointed out that today’s press conference and list of demands are “the
result of issues that the community has continuously brought up… the tipping point, unfortunately,
became the letter we saw a week and a half ago that highlighted the practices that we have been
hearing about on the ground… in a way that finally generated the attention it deserves.”
In lieu of a Senate Oversight Committee hearing that is unlikely to take place until January at the
earliest, “the School Board is stepping in” said Ty’Relle Stephens, who was careful to point out that he
can’t speak on behalf of the School Board. “I think that holding the superintendent accountable to the
recommendations that we have given him…is the route that I’d go to as a board member.”
“We at the NAACP will not tolerate racism on any level at any time,” said President-elect Catala. “As
soon as we hear about it. As soon as we see it, we will step up and speak against it.”

Gary Dantzler, Gerard Catala and Dwayne Keys

Budding Local Industry Kickoff: Squid’s Ink
Special Edition
December 1
Wake and bake it wasn’t.
On RI’s recreational marijuana opening day, scads of reporters swarmed the several buyers who turned
up at 7am at the spanking new Mother Earth Wellness Dispensary. With microphones and cameras
stuck in their faces, the buyers kept their mouths shut even as they opened their wallets and collected
their weed.
That said, everyone grinned on this momentous day. At last, anyone over the age of 21 could finally
legally buy cannabis without paying off a doobie doctor or committing a felony by crossing state lines
with a gram of indica.
We arrived 10 minutes late, expecting crowds and were thrilled to score the third legal recreational
eighth in Pawtucket history. Something to tell our grandkids about? Maybe not. Over the course of the
day, we hit three sites and found all of them less crowded than Northeast Alternatives on a random

Thursday. Still, it was sweet to cough up the cash and still walk out with enough boo to get comatose.

Pawtucket: 7am
Mother Earth Wellness is swanky and spacious. Dealing from a 130-yearold restored mill building, the
showroom blends exposed wood pillars and ceilings with glitz, glamor, and shiny marble countertops
courtesy of their neighbor, the Kitchen & Countertop Center of New England.
“This shop, physically, is beyond anything I could have imagined,” said State Senator Josh Miller, who
has spent a dozen years leading the legalization effort at the Statehouse. They’re still working out the
kinks. Smiling young things behind the counter answered questions, but then had to run to a back
corner to collect the orders.
“The approach of cannabis,” said Jon Leighton, the store’s manager “is really about being very in tune
with your health. Being very in tune with what you’re looking to get out of life at the end of the day.”
He went on for a while, talking about the “normalcy of wanting to bring a natural thing into your life…”
“It’s not about getting high?” we asked.
“It’s not just about getting high,” Leighton said with a smile.
Over at the olfactory “Flower Bar,” where a discerning customer can enjoy a sniff of more than a dozen
varieties, we heard someone say that the Mayor of Pawtucket was in the building! Unfortunately, we
didn’t see whether he made a purchase.

Providence: 7:59am
There was a line out the door at the Thomas C. Slater Compassion Center, mostly because the door
was still locked. Actually, there were only seven people split in two lines – one for medical and one for
recreational.
The dude behind us smoked to manage back pain. He could have gotten a medical license, but didn’t
like the medical card system. He was thrilled because now he could get his medicine and walk home.
When the doors opened at 8:01, the lines merged. Soon we were making our way to the counter and…
ordering on an ipad, which just isn’t fun. If you’re going to do that, you might as well just order online
and go to the drive-through, which is a cool idea in itself!
“It’s important for us to prioritize and maintain our patient base and our patient focus,” said
spokesperson Chris Reilly. “If you look at our facility, we’ve designated an area specifically for medical
patients. They’re prioritized upon entry. We want to make sure that the medicine we’ve provided for
nearly 10 years is still available to them.”
The oldest dispensary in the state, Slater, is showing its age with cracked windows and a bit of a funky
(not weed) scent. The clients were a bit more jaded, and the staff wouldn’t let us take pictures inside.
Nevertheless, they had one of our favorite edibles, The Bomb Bar, which is like a cannabis Twix, on
special with five for $10!

Central Falls: 4pm
It was quiet, almost deserted, at Aura of Rhode Island. The smallest of the three sites we visited was
most similar to dispensaries we’ve visited in Mass.
“It’s been fairly busy,” said bud tender AJ Lessa. “I think all around, people are just excited to get their
hands on a little bit of everything.” The Aura bud tenders were happy, and since there were fewer
choices, the weed was ready at hand, making the whole process quicker and more personal.
Unlike Slater and Mother Earth, Aura wasn’t pushing their own product. It was a happy place with
some kind bud.

Closing Factoids
One of the best reasons to shop local is that everything sold in RI’s dispensaries is home grown. Yes,
there are probably huge businesses pumping money into the system, but at least a big chunk of the
revenue and salaries are circulating in-state.
YES, you can get Hapi’s infused Del’s regular or pink lemonade in 6-oz bottles, infused with 10mg THC.
Be careful out there!

Motif Santa Stroll 2022

For the first time ever, join us for the Motif Santa Stroll! Come out strolling with us through the Jewelry
District and visit various bars. Places on the list include The District, Nick-A-Nees, Mirarbar, and ending
at Askew where our annual Christmas Party will take place.
Food and drink discounts included!
Along the way there will be different activities offered, like ornament making, christmas caroling and
more! At the christmas party there will be a performance by the John Allmark Jazz Orchestra as well as
henna tattoos and tarot card readings given.
Get your tickets here.
December 15 from 6 – 9pm.

RI Recreational Cannabis Sales Begin Dec 1:
Five retail venues licensed to open
Recreational cannabis sales begin Thu, Dec 1, under a new state statute signed into law on May 25.
“Five licensed medical marijuana compassion centers have been approved for hybrid retail licenses,
which allow them to sell both medical and adult use marijuana products in retail settings,” the office of
RI Gov. Daniel McKee said in a statement Nov 22. The governor’s office confirmed to Motif that as of
Nov 30 the venues expected to commence retail sales of recreational cannabis to the public on Dec 1
are:
Aura of Rhode Island, 1136 Lonsdale Ave, Central Falls
Thomas C. Slater Center, 1 Corliss St, Providence
Mother Earth Wellness, 125 Esten Ave, Pawtucket
Greenleaf Compassionate Care Center, 1637 W Main Rd, Portsmouth
RISE (formerly Summit), 380 Jefferson Blvd, Warwick
These venues have been granted “hybrid retail licenses” allowing them to add recreational sales to their
existing medical sales. Buyers must be adults at least 21 years old.
“This milestone is the result of a carefully executed process to ensure that our state’s entry into this
emerging market was done in a safe, controlled and equitable manner,” McKee said in the statement.
“It is also a win for our statewide economy and our strong, locally based cannabis supply chain, which
consists of nearly 70 licensed cultivators, processors and manufacturers in addition to our licensed
compassion centers. Finally, I thank the leadership of the General Assembly for passing this practical
implementation framework in the Rhode Island Cannabis Act and I look forward to continuing our work
together on this issue.”
“We were pleased with the quality and comprehensiveness of the applications we received from the
state’s compassion centers, and we are proud to launch adult use sales in Rhode Island just six months

after the Cannabis Act was signed into law, marking the Northeast’s fastest implementation period,”
Matt Santacroce, interim deputy director of the Rhode Island Department of Business Regulation (DBR),
said in the statement. “We look forward to continuing to work with the state’s cannabis business
community to ensure this critical economic sector scales in compliance with the rules and regulations
put forward by state regulators.”
Part of DBR, the Office of Cannabis Regulation issues four classes of cannabis licenses to retail sellers
such a dispensaries, to cultivators, to handlers of industrial hemp, and to sellers of non-psychogenic
cannabidiol (CBD) products.

ComicCon recap: RI ComicCon 2022 provides a
feast for the popculturally curious and true
believers

There’s no way to do a comprehensive overview of an event as big as RI ComicCon, so here’s a sampler
of impressions from some of the Motif team.
Overall, the Con was full and robust. Merchants we talked to reported mostly positive experiences and
sales. Friday is the day to go if you’re crowd-averse, and Saturday presented the typical sea of nerdedout humanity that defines many cons – while that created lines, we didn’t see anything oppressive or
dangerous. Vendors presented displays that were themselves pop-culture artifacts over 20 feet tall.
There was original art, unoriginal art, comics, action figures and everything from customized fangs to
vibrating tribbles, gourmet chocolate to severe leather goods. Even businesses like Poly’s Armory and
the whip store kept it kid-friendly.

Its ability to collect obscure-yet-known celebs is one of the things that distinguishes RI ComicCon, and
this year was right on brand, with wrestlers, nostalgia trips, incredible voice talents and future
superstars all signing things shoulder to shoulder. You could walk up and chat with the voices of your
childhood cartoons, be they Harley Quinn or Yosemite Sam, or talk with that guy in The Godfather who
was instructed to “take the cannoli,” (he’s over 80 now, but his bling and beguiling smile don’t look a
day over 30). Our team had the pleasure of talking to many of them, whom you’ll see on our website.
Highlights for Motif’s team included Tim Blaney, who made the models for some Men in Black aliens
and Johnny Five from Short Circuit, Rick Worthy (“Supernatural,” “The Magicians”), who put in his
fangs and demonstrated how to act like you’ve been magically blinded, a professional Dungeon Master,
painter, artist and Walking Dead victim Jeremy Palko, and powerful voice actor (see motifri.com/comiccon-interview) Tara Strong. We also survived the intense, icy stare and prodigious dry wit of former
Robocop and Buckaroo Bonzai star Peter Weller, without getting arrested.

We went to a few of the panels. A definite highlight was John Barrowman, from “Arrow,” “Torchwood”
and “Dr. Who,” although we’re not sure it should be called a panel – it was closer to a stand-up set.
“He’s basically self-propelling,” agreed the moderator (of sorts), who introduced him and immediately
left the stage. He never even sat down, and despite an injured back he poured energy into the crowd,
jumping around the stage in a TARDIS dress and regaling fans with strange and hilarious anecdotes.
We’re waiting for a Netflix comedy special from this one. Netflix, are you listening?

A lowlight was the delayed “Cobra Kai” panel. “The con does not guarantee the schedules of any of our
celebrity guests,” organizers kindly reminded the crowd, which began booing and, given that it’s a
“Cobra Kai” fan base, busted out some serious Karate ready stances. The camera guy running the
jumbotron cam appeared to be having a stroke, and the moderator was incoherent through the sound
system. All’s well that ends well, though, as Elizabeth Shue and William Zabka and Paul Walther Hauser
(Stingray) did graciously entertain the crowd sans-Macchio. It was followed by a smaller but very cozy,
chill and quietly inspiring “My Name is Earl” panel with Jason Lee and Ethan Suplee.

Other panels ranging from Disney princesses to cosplayers to supernatural beings took place
throughout the weekend in the Omni Hotel with admirable regularity.
One of the joys of the con is seeing the truly amazing, creative and sophisticated cosplay costumes
visitors will wear – and the grace with which they wear them. Check out these photos! As trends, we
observed, with questionable math and no real scientific evidence:

Pikaception.
Far fewer women as gender-flipped male characters, and far more men as gender-flipped female
characters. So gender flipping has flipped.
Fewer Wonder Women
Fewer Captain Americas
Fewer Hellboys
More Queens of Dragons, although not much of anyone else from “Game of Thrones”
More video game characters, especially Resident Evil. That game should just come with a
costume-making easter-egg level.
More costumes from lesser-known animes. Where once the idea was to be instantly recognizable,
now the idea is to have a good story to explain why no one recognizes you.
“Stranger Things.” From a costume-contest winning Vecna and Eddy to the entire sprawling cast
(We’re pretty sure we saw them biking away, from a vantage point on the skybridge)
The usual cohort of Spider Men, a depressing number of whom don’t remember who Andrew
Garfield was. George Lazenby, anyone?
Disney princesses – some singing, some not.

If you were there with something to share that we missed, hit us back! Until then, remember to line up
for an unforgettable RI experience next year.

RI Election 2022 — Magaziner, McKee,
cannabis sales win big: Democrats sweep all
state general offices
Republican candidates, expected to mount strong challenges in marquee races, went down to defeat
against Democratic opponents in RI in the Nov 8 election, although by varying margins.

For the seat being vacated by retiring James Langevin (D) in the US House of Representatives for the
2nd congressional district, Allan Fung (R), who served as mayor of Cranston for 12 years, lost by a
narrow margin to Seth Magaziner (D), who is completing eight years as general treasurer. Fung
conceded around 10pm, his 92,870 votes (46.9%) significantly behind Magaziner’s 99,438 votes (50.3%)
with 99% (412 of 414) of precincts reporting. At one point in the counting an hour earlier, there was a
virtual tie between Fung 81,275 (48.6%) and Magaziner 81,192 (48.6%) separated by only 83 votes.
What tipped the scales irretrievably were mail ballots reported into the tally over an hour after polls
closed at 8pm, as usually happens, Magaziner’s 12,484 beating Fung’s 4,252, a ratio of nearly 3-to-1.
Fung was hurt by worse than expected performance in Cranston (Fung 50.1% – Magaziner 48.2%) and
Warwick (Magaziner 51.5% – Fung 45.3%), which should have been Fung’s base. Polls consistently
showed Fung leading, but we criticized those polls on the basis of biased statistical sampling and
consequent over-weighting, and our criticisms proved vindicated. William Gilbert, formerly head of
the Moderate Party but running as an independent after that party lost ballot access, received 2.7% of
the vote, well below the margin separating Magaziner and Fung and therefore too little to be a “spoiler”

as some feared.
In the other major contest expected to be somewhat competitive, incumbent Daniel McKee (D) (57.7%)
handily defeated newcomer Ashley Kalus (R) (39.1%), a margin of 18.6 percentage points and much
greater than the 45% – 32% polling prediction and its margin of 13 percentage points.
Among the other statewide general officers, Gregg Amore (D) (59.2%) trounced Pat Cortellessa (R)
(40.6%) for secretary of state as did incumbent Peter F. Neronha (D) (61.2%) over Charles C.
Calenda (R) (38.7%) for attorney general. In a closer race than expected, incumbent Sabina Matos
(50.9%) defeated Aaron C. Guckian (R) (43.4%) and Ross K. McCurdy (I) (5.5%) to win her first full
term as lieutenant governor after being appointed to replace McKee when he became governor as a
result of the resignation of Gina Raimondo to become US commerce secretary. For general treasurer,
a stepping stone to higher office in recent years for Magaziner and Raimondo, former Central Falls
mayor James A. Diossa (D) (54.0%) defeated James L. Lathrop (R) (45.8%), also somewhat closer
than expected.
For US House in the 1st district, incumbent David N. Cicilline (D) (63.6%) faced no meaningful
opposition from Allen R. Waters (R) (36.2%).
All three statewide bond referenda (new facilities at the URI Narragansett Bay Campus, Pre-K through
grade 12 public school facilities, and “environmental and recreational” projects for the “green
economy”) were approved by strong margins.
Issuance of licenses for new cannabis-related businesses was on the local ballot in 31 of the 39 cities
and towns in RI, approved in 25 and rejected in six. Voters rejected cannabis businesses in a few
relatively wealthy or rural municipalities: Barrington, East Greenwich, Jamestown, Little Compton,
Scituate, and Smithfield. Voters authorized new cannabis businesses in most places: Bristol, Burrillville,
Charlestown, Coventry, Cumberland, East Providence, Glocester, Hopkinton, Johnston, Lincoln,
Middletown, Narragansett, New Shoreham (Block Island), Newport, North Kingstown, North
Providence, North Smithfield, Richmond, South Kingstown, Tiverton, Warren, West Greenwich, West
Warwick, Westerly, and Woonsocket. Because the new act only allows municipalities to opt out if they
have not already licensed cannabis-related businesses in the past, eight cities and towns did not vote on
bans: Central Falls, Cranston, Exeter, Foster, Pawtucket, Portsmouth, Providence, and Warwick.
Full RI election results are available at www.ri.gov/election/results/2022/general_election on the web.

EcoRI News Roundup: November 2022
R.I. Supreme Court Ends Years-Long Battle Over Block Island Marina Expansion
The RI Supreme Court has rejected a controversial agreement between the Coastal Resources
Management Council (CRMC) and Champlin’s Marina & Resort that would have allowed the Block
Island marina to expand, ending a nearly 20-year-old legal battle.

In its 54-page decision, the court affirmed a June 2021 Superior Court decision that denied the marina’s
plan to expand into Great Salt Pond, an environmentally sensitive tidal lagoon that covers more than
600 acres on the Northwestern side of the island.
The controversial memorandum of understanding (MOU), was brokered in November and December
2020 during private meetings between the marina’s former owner and the CRMC board. The town of
New Shoreham and other long-standing opponents of the project weren’t involved with the agreement.
“Today’s decision by our state’s Supreme Court is a win for all Rhode Islanders not only because of
what it means for the protection of our environment and coastal resources, but also because it reaffirms
the principle that we were fighting for: Regulatory agencies have to follow the rules and cannot engage
in ad-hoc, behind-closed-door deals that ignore their own procedures and evidence for the sake of
expediency,” Attorney General Peter Neronha said.
Neronha, in a March 2021 court filing, had questioned the role CRMC played in brokering the
agreement. “Because this case remains in the exclusive jurisdiction of [the Supreme Court], CRMC’s
participation in the mediation itself was inappropriate,” Neronha wrote at the time.
In rejecting the expansion, the Supreme Court wrote, “In light of the many competing activities and the
intense public interest which they generate, it is of the utmost importance that the CRMC operate
under a clear set of parameters.”
The court found CRMC had no authority to engage in “private mediation” with Champlin’s to settle the
case while it was on appeal.
Why Are R.I.’s Apples So Small This Year?
Severe drought conditions that lasted through most of the summer took a bite out of some local
orchards’ harvest, producing smaller apples than past seasons.
Jan Eckhart, owner of Sweet Berry Farm in Middletown, said his orchard grew smaller, more
flavorful apples this year after low rainfall in July and August. The weather impacted Empire and
Macoun apples the most, he said.
“Some of them didn’t size up,” he said, adding that “they ripened a little bit earlier, so the season was
earlier than usual.”
The dry weather hasn’t just impacted apples: drought can affect a number of fall features, including
turning leaves earlier in the season or ruining seasonal harvests. And as climate change causes more
extreme weather in RI, oscillating between extreme precipitation and drought, farmers will have to try
to work around these recurring problems.
Eckhart said his orchard doesn’t have an irrigation system and this summer’s weather made him
nervous that his harvest might not survive, but heavy soil was the key to making it through.
For more details on these stories, and to get more of the latest environmental news, visit
www.ecoRI.org. Subscribe to ecoRI News’ free weekly e-newsletter at www.ecoRI.org/subscribe.

